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Dial
In the dial interface state, press the 
screen to enter the dial selection, and 
then slide up or tap into the function left 
and right sliding cycle selection.

Strap release button

Charge
The charger sucks the back of the case by 
magnetic force.

MIC

Speaker

Round crown / return key.

Side button / switch key
Press to show / close the screen or 
return to the dial. Press to turn on or 
turn off.

-
Bluetooth music
Enter into music interface and click play to play 
music stored in the mobile phone successfully 
so that control music player, click “-”to reduce 
sound volume and “+” to increase it, click left key 
means the last one and right key means the next 
one(the mobile phone shall switch on music 
interface before playing music)

Remote camera
Under the condition that the 
mobile phone have been 
locked up, click remote 
camera on the watch and 
could preview it. 

Monitoring for sleep
Enter into monitoring for sleep 
interface and click start and then 
put onto hand to sleep, the  
pedometer will monitor user’s 
sleep quality through Oscillation 
Amplitude and duration of sleep.

Step counting
Click to enter into pedometer interface and enter 
into Setting in pressing pedometer for long time, 
putting the watch on hand after setting personal 
detailed information and clicking start, conducting 
normal arm swing during walk and the pedometer 
will count steps and work out calorie consumed 
combining total number of steps. 

Remainder for sedentariness
Click to enter into remainder for sedentari
ness interface and enter into Setting in 
pressing pedometer for long time, after 
determining the time then clicking start, the 
pedometer will conduct vibration and 
ring-down to reminding activity watch will 
measure the value of heart rate automatically. 

Dialing
Input number to dial on 
dialing interface on the 
watch and the mobile phone 
respectively, the watch and 
the mobile phone will be in 
instant synchronization. 

Dial
In the dial interface, long 
press the screen,And then 
choose their favorite dial,
Click "OK" to.

Style
Built-in two Ui style, can be 
used at any time to switch.

Information push
Support mobile phone and 
watch real-time information 
at the same time display.

Heart rate
Enter into hear rate menu and 
put the face of watch on the 
arm and then click start, the 
watch will measure the value of 
heart rate automatically. 

Function selection
Left and right sliding 
interface, click on the 
desired function, enter the 
appropriate use.

Bluetooth Connection
Downloading and installing notice for Bluetooth APP 
through QQ or Sweep fuction from Android market to scan 
two-dimension code in the watch, after installation UI 
shows as follows: 

Bluetooth connection between the watch and Android 
series mobile phone. 
 1 First of all, setting the switch in setting of the watch as 
“start”
2 Switching on Bluetooth of smart mobile phone and 
entering into Bluetooth Notice menu, click
 

to automatically search for the device on Bluetooth nearby 
and find out type of watch to match, then the Bluetooth icon 
show blue in the status bar of the watch, which means the 
watch has searched out the mobile phone successfully. 
(through the watch-searching device, the mobile phone 
has vibration and ring-down; through the mobile 
phone-searching device, the watch has vibration and 
ring-down) the mobile phone and the watch will alarm 
when they be apart from each other over 10m. 

IOS Bluetooth connection
downloading and installing this APP though App Store 
searching “Mediatek SmartDevice” and UI shows the 
picture after successful installation:

 Bluetooth connection between the watch and Applie 
series mobile phone    
1 The same as above, first of all, switching on 
Bluetooth on the watch.

2 Finding out the name of watch and matching with it, 
then Bluetooth icon in status bar of the watch shows 
green. 
Now the color of Bluetooth icon in status bar of the 
watch is gradually changing and succeed in search 
between the watch and the mobile phone(through 
watch-searching device, the mobile phone has 
vibration and ring-down; through mobile phone-search-
ing device, the mobile phone has vibration and 
ring-down) mobile phone and the watch will alarm 
when they be apart from each other over 10m.


